AMTC manufactures the HYBRID-FLUSH Model AEF-801 retrofit kit for urinals and toilets. The design of the HYBRIDFLUSH is ideal for educational facilities to lower maintenance and water costs. The HYBRIDFLUSH includes AMTC’s patented BRV mechanism that uses reliable all-brass cam-gear technology to replace the unreliable solenoid mechanism. The design allows for the original flush handle or a push button to function as an alternate “mechanical” flush option that always works (even when batteries are drained). The unit is powered by 4-AA batteries (no water shut-off required when replacing) and includes a low/hi volume adjustment option. The HYBRIDFLUSH retrofit kit can convert 1.0gpf urinals into high efficiency 0.5gpf fixtures and 1.6gpf toilets into high efficiency 1.28gpf fixtures without the need to replace the entire fixture. For more information visit AMTC www.amtcorporation.com.

Delta Controls introduces the Delta HMI, a seven-inch diagonal color touchscreen interface that allows operators to manage building HVAC systems by using custom real-time graphics. The Delta HMI can be mounted in mechanical rooms or public spaces, allowing for monitoring equipments status, setting schedules, adjusting temperature setpoints, and viewing floor layouts. For greater detail visit Delta Controls at www.deltacontrols.com.

DDP has developed a customizable, linear wall wash LED lighting system that combines a stylish look with a rugged and high-performance design. Part of the Emerge LED Lighting product family, the LED WashGraze(r) is an energy-efficient solution that features a unique, patent-pending optical configuration with user-specifiable viewing angles that significantly reduce light loss and maximize efficacy. The IP67-rated LED WashGraze is the brightest linear solid-state lighting (SSL) fixture on the market and is ideal for interior or exterior applications, as it can withstand the most challenging environmental conditions. The LED WashGraze system provides a high efficacy within a streamlined mechanical size, allowing lighting designers to hide the fixture and only deliver light, not the source of the light. For additional details about DDP visit www.ddpleds.com.

Pelican Products, Inc., a leader in the design and manufacture of virtually indestructible cases, has introduced the 1090 HardBack™ Case as watertight/crush-resistant armor for laptops. Designed to fit in most soft bags and protect laptops up to 15” (including brands such as Apple®, Dell® and Sony®) from the rigors of travel, the 1090 sports a high-impact, heat and chemically resistant, composite shell that will stand up to some of the harshest conditions. As additional protection, the case features a shock-absorbing plush foam liner (with impact-protection cell cushions) and a strong, easy-snap, anodized aluminum latch (with stainless steel hinge pins) to ensure that the computer stays secure and scratch free. The case’s tongue-and-groove lid construction and polymer o-ring creates a watertight seal and its built-in, automatic pressure equalization valve keeps moisture out and makes it easier to open the case at any altitude. For more information, visit Pelican Products, Inc. at www.pelican.com.

TyRex, LLC introduces the TY5100 auto-feed screwdriver with speeds of up to 5000 RPM for increased productivity in commercial construction applications. Featuring a fully-integrated design, the TY5100 offers better balance and smooth operation, which means less user fatigue than traditional attachment-type tools. A patented Corner-Fit™ feed system allows for placement of screws in corners and around obstructions, while a patented clutch disengages when screw is sufficiently set – to eliminate stripped out heads and prolong bit life. The variable speed trigger allows precision fastening at speeds from 0-5000 RPM, and “feathering” of fasteners for improved control. For more information about TyRex, LLC visit www.tyrextools.com.
**Tregaskiss** now offers its semi-automatic TOUGH GUN™ MIG Guns. These air- and water-cooled MIG guns are built-to-order and feature durable and easy-to-maintain components that lower the total cost of ownership. TOUGH GUN Air-Cooled MIG Guns are available in 350- to 650-amp models, while the water-cooled versions offer 400- and 600-amp capabilities. Both gun models include a durable cable strain relief on the front and back ends to prevent kinking and abrasion, minimizing the time and cost for cable replacement. All TOUGH GUN MIG Guns also feature Tregaskiss’ Lifetime Warranty on handles and switches—if either component breaks, Tregaskiss will replace them for free. For further information visit Tregaskiss at [www.tregaskiss.com](http://www.tregaskiss.com).

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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